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Have you heard that there are practises older than we are? 
The secrets of Torah and Kabbala may be revealed for those who engage in spiritual knowledge. A knowledge of a human 
soul, the path to love, the goodness and kindness, the empathy and compassion - all this seems the path to being an 
alien in a modern world.  
We understand the concept, but are we acting upon the issues? 

The idea of a human who is practising arcane symbolism or teachings of not an ordinary people that translating the God’s 
language - an alien. Alien-ated. Indifferent and hostile. 
The Cambridge university dictionary would explain the word ‘to alienate’ (verb) as ‘to cause someone or a group of people 
to stop supporting and agreeing with you’. Makes sense. The messiah was never gifted with the crown neither was 
thought of being sane. 

Upon arrival to a reincarnation of our new life we will probably know the answer but just for the moment where they say 
‘mind the gap’ in a metro stop. And forget it all together. The soul will complete it’s journey to growth away from the 
ego(istic) to being conscious. Through knowledge and experience the growth will reach the Alien’ated state that is 
misunderstood unless we educate people what is the go(o)d and how to stop the ego from taking place all together, not in 
a religious way at all, but in scientific practise to understand the spiritual realms. 

At the age of technological advantages we are moving forward to unknown, are we ready to face it, or is it the digital world 
we live in that the spirits will not show up for the eternity.) 
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Vilnius Abraomo Kulviecio Secondary School - 1997 – 2008 

Vilnius Salomejos Neries gymnasium - 2008- 2010 
Painting and theatre classes. 

Painting courses 2016-2017 - Vilnius Academy Of Arts, lecturer Jonas Gasiunas 

Vilnius Academy of Arts 2017-2019 - Painting- BA studies (1-2 courses) 

Vilnius Academy of Arts 2019 - current (3rd course) - Sculpture - BA Studies 

Funen Art Academy (Odense, Denmark) 2019 - upcoming - BA studies (Erasmus exchange) 

Exhibitions: 

Upcoming exhibition of authors film and installation work at the gallery ‘Autarkia’ in October. 

 


